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Meta Arts: Spookies abound 
Reality continues to reinforce some of the forecast linguistics with the new secrets revealed about 
the [oil volcano] bring up [radioactive material]. Facts, in so far as the forecast linguistics are 
concerned, are irrelevant.. .at least to the use of the [radioactive] term associated with the [oil 
volcano]. While the forecast has been for the [radioactive oil volcano] to be caused by the Israeli 
'mistake' as they attack Iran with nuke tipped bunker busters, as was incorrect about the causal 
agents, nonetheless, the linguistic association continues to surface along with the material from 
deep within the earth.  
 
 

 
 
 
These linguistic forecasts are both a bit spooky, in that we frequently get the words accurately out several months, if 
not years, in advance, there is always the intrusion potential from monkey mind when these reports are prepared. The 
bracketed words are the actual linguistics forecast to appear, and by continuing with this format, the hope is to retain 
the potential spookiness while clearly separating out the monkey mind narrative. This means that the words within the 
square brackets [] in this report are the actual linguistic contexts extracted from the data sets, while the narrative is 
monkey mind, more or less trying to fit all the pieces into a readable package.  
 
Mostly monkey mind is wrong, as the actual appearances of the words within the media and general conversation 
continue to demonstrate. But the data archetypes coming through as forecast linguistic associations also continue to 
demonstrate the potential for pre-knowledge out-and-about in universe. Spooky, we know. 

 

 
Entity Constituted as: 

Markets Descriptor set for all trading including paper debts, commodities, global 
currencies, et cetera.  

Bushista Proxy for the cabal required to keep Geo. W. Bush in power 

Populace/USofA Proxy for the populace of the USofA. Defined broadly and representative of 
issues which rise to national prominence. 

 



GlobalPopulace 
(GlobalPop) 

Proxy for all populace groups "not" part of Populace/USofA. Division forced 
by emotional splits arising from anti-Bush reactions post October 2001.  

Terra Largest of the entities. Proxy for all biosphere related sub sets at all levels.  

Press 
Proxy for print, TV, and most radio. Define with corporate sponsorship or 
funding as requirement. So increasingly "does" apply to some bloggers. 
Represents the conduit for 'official' messages at all levels. Also referenced 
as the 'global media-stream'.  

FreeStream Proxy for independent information exchange. Rarely discussed as it has 
potential for circuitous references.  

Space 
Proxy for official UFO, NASA, NSA, and other 'strange reports' 
from/concerning Space including local to earth environmental reports. But 
specifically excludes any 'officially denied' contexts for [space] related 
subjects.  

TPTB 
Proxy for The Powers That Be. Proxy for groups which may be loosely 
described as both 'elitist', and 'global' in thinking. Includes proxies for such 
as RCC, UN, OD, Illuminati, CFR, and others too numerous to detail here.  

SpaceGoatFarts(SGF) 

This entity is newly formed. While references to Space Goat Farts have 
appeared within Terra, sub set Space in the past, the data set now 
demonstrates a need for an entity to allow for the growth of 'unknown forces 
of all kinds from space which are terra/populace affecting'. Includes non-
earth based, non-human/non-mammal intelligent beings usually considered 
as 'space aliens' or 'extraterrestrials'. Created during 1207 clean up.  

FuturePop 
This entity is forming from the 'self organizing collective' meme which has 
been in the ALTA reports for a number of years. The entity is a proxy for 
those [new forms] of [social grouping] which result from the aggregation of 
individual responses to the continuing biospheric degradation.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
We continue to show growth in and around the [radioactive] terms in general, as well as 
specifically connected to the [oil volcano] {ed note: now also associated with [generations (of) birth 
defects (for humans and animals)]}. Further, there are now hints of the growth of the [radioactive] 
context once again directly associated with the [israeli attack on iran]. Bearing in mind that our 
linguistic patterns in the last ALTA report and previous Shape reports that had the [oil volcano] 
associated with the [israeli attack (mistake) on iran] also had, and continue to have, the 
[radioactive] and [glazed (countryside)] associated with the [response (to the israeli attack)].  
 
These data sets still continue to maintain that the [place], and [people] of [israel] are (to be) a 
[sacrifice] on behalf of the TPTB in the next world war very very soon arriving at your doorway. 
Our data sets still continue to grow sets for a [glass (radioactive) sheet] over the [foundations] of 
what used to be the [4/four major cities] in [israel]. 
Here at HPH we are mourning the deaths of the tens of millions of innocents, and curse 
the lineage of all the thousands of guilty. 
 
Other meta arts manifestations in reality include the recent [revealing of secrets] by the ECB 
(European Central Banksters) indicating that our forecast for May 6th to be the start of the [new 
war] season was off by one day (in EU) as their 'instability index' reached an all time peak on May 
7th....... sorry about that, we will refine our calendar tools and try to do better next time. 
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Meta Data: Sets 
This report is prepared with mostly shorter term data which brings in forecasts from 4/four weeks 
out through to 4/four months away. The next report due out sometime this Summer will involve the 
interpretation of the longer term data set involving data from the 4/four months out through 
19/nineteen months. Both this Shape report (Issue 6), and the next involve interpretation of some 
immediacy data effective from 3/three days out through 3/three weeks. 
 
 
 
 
Terra - Quaking, Baking, Drowning, Flaking, Astounding  
 
The Terra entity has, as may be expected, gained a significant number of supporting sets under 
the [oil volcano]. This data continues to hold to accretion patterns that suggest a very large 
[crescendo period] from the [oil volcano in the gulf] will begin in very early August, and continue 
through that month, and the rest of Summer. This [crescendo period] will produce significant 
[negative effects] as well as [agony (personal)] for the [populace (of the Gulf of Mexico region)]. 
The accrual patterns continue to point to an [earthquake] some distance in the future {ed note: at 
the far edge of the longer term data t ypes .so  about 19 or so months away from the incept date.} 
as the proximate cause of the [cessation] of the flow. 
 
In the mean time of [glowing] and [blowing oil], the Terra entity is pointing to other [volcanoes], and 
[earth crust alterations] as being yet more [sources] of problems for humans. There are indications 
that [oil wells] both on land and in the [ocean] will be [shut down] due to [catastrophic pressure 
failures].. .these even in very [old wells]. In this linguistic set there are supporting layers of 
aspects/attributes which paint a picture of [old] and [thought to be (depleted) oil wells] that will 
[suddenly erupt] and [burst oil out].  
 
This [new phenomena (of pressures) from the earth] is also indicated to cause [drinking water well 
problems] across the [planet], with many of the instance of [blown out water pipes] being [visible] 
in the [mainstream press].. ..at least until September, when the [idea] of [planetary pressure 
increases (in the crust)] are 'suddenly' [discovered], and then a [moratorium] on the subject is 
implemented on [teevee broadcasts] in those parts of the planet controlled by TPTB. By then it is 
too late. The public is indicated to have caught on to this part of the problem... of course the [great 
earthquakes] of Summer and Fall do not help the cause of [news control]. 
 
The whole of the linguistic structure of the [oil volcano] continues to accrue supporting sets at a 
very high, even extreme, level of growth. These sets include aspect/attributes that go to the idea of 
an [inexhaustible well], and finally the [populace globally] will seemingly be made aware of the 
[endless nature (aka abiotic)] of the [oil stuff] coming out of the [well].  
 
Further the [increased pressure incidents] within the planetary base of [oil wells] is also indicated 
to be seeping (pun acknowledged) into the [public consciousness] over Summer, and into Fall 
such that [political changes] at some rather [shocking] levels are suggested by the data as being 
[fall out] from the [oil stuff poisoning] and the [planetary blow-outs]. It is very very very unusual for 
the Terra entity to gain large areas of growth in any of its more abstract layers such as the realm 
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of [politics]. This is occurring now.  
 
These areas also indicate that [revenge assassinations] will be taking place over the latter third of 
2010 and throughout most of 2011 at a planetary level as those [thought/presumed (to be) guilty] 
of ['murdering' terra] are themselves [punished] by some very {ed note: probably justified} 
[unbalanced persons]. Note that there are pointers for a [wave of assassinations] that seemingly 
are being [engineered], and whose target will be [Jesuits] and other [jewish/zionists minions] of the 
[church (of the sorcerers - aka roman catholic papists)]. That this area is buried within the [oil 
volcano] side effects is unusual. There are extensive cross links over to TPTB entity. Within the 
termination points here, there are many pointers to [attempts (some successful, some not)] against 
the [gangs] of the [banksters (aka -rose protected, and stone buddy boys)]. At least one of the 
successful [executions] is indicated to be [within sight/smell of] the [oil volcano]. 
 
The [oil volcano] sub set continues to gain data in support of the [ill winds] area, and still is gaining 
support for those sub sets indicating that 1.289+ billion people will [perish] as a direct result of the 
[ill winds] and the [oil volcano]. This area also continues to be tied into the [israeli mistake] sub set 
in the Terra entity, the Populace/USofA entity, and the GlobalPop entity. 
 
Noting that the [oil volcano] was created by the [zionist funded, crown owned British Petroleum 
(same group that paid the CIA to put the Shah of Iran into power in 1953 among other crimes 
against humanity)], it remains to be seen whether more of the [sticky dirt] of the [planetary 
poisoning] will yet come to rest on the [shoulders] of the [israelis] as events progress through the 
[torments of Summer] and into the [tortures of Fall, 2010]. 
 
Against the [officialdom claims] of a [cleaned well, ready for use] to be [available/accomplished in 
August], the data suggests that this [claim] will also be [exposed] as [hollow] and [duplicitous] by 
mid August as [nefarious (geologic) manipulation] comes [to the surface] of the [public 
consciousness]. {ed note: this area is tied into the Populace/USofA entity and SpaceGoatFarts 
entity by cross links that terminate in the 'big gains' of public awareness for the woo-woo 
community starting in July.} 
 
In the [ill winds] sub set newly acquired supporting layers are several indicating that in at least one 
instance the [ill winds] will be so [dense/heavy] that they will be [stopped (at the) base] of a 
[mountain range]. This is indicated to create a [lake of death air] at the [base of the mountains] in 
what is also described as a [v-shaped (half vesica) depression]. This is not a box canyon as there 
is egress to and from this area, but for the [heavy winds] the [depression/hollow] will form an 
[atmospheric-lake bed].  
 
This [lake of death air] has a major [road way] that comes over or through the [mountains], and 
descends into an area that is currently [lush] with [plants]. The data shows that the [plant and 
animal life] of the [region] will also die, along with [many humans] who will either be [trapped] in 
the [lake of death air] or will unwittingly [travel into it]. Further the data shows the [heavy death air] 
is so [toxic] that [even worms] will perish under it. This is but a single instance of thousands of 
detail layers about the [ill winds] and their effects on the planet.  
 
Fittingly, there are extensive cross links over to the TPTB entity that show that at least [2/two (high 
rank) members] of TPTB will also be [killed by the ill winds]. {ed note: seems these are on the 
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water though...}. The termination points of the cross links from this are to the TPTB entity are 
within a chain of aspect/attribute sets indicating that the [visibility] of the [deaths of the high 
ranking pair (couple?)] will cause [consternation], [confusion], [chaos] within the TPTB crowd 
(especially the blood's minions), as their [talismans] and [tell-will-be-men] will be [proven wrong] by 
these [deaths] such that the [whole premise] of their (TPTB) pathway through/to the [future] is 
[under question].  
 
The [deaths] are also indicated to be [visible] to the public at large, and further, so will the [chaotic 
'reorganization'] that follows. {ed note: TPTB will NOT be discussed as an entity due to universe 
suggestion, rather the pertinent snippets and hints will be dropped into the other entities}. 
 
The [ill winds] sub sets and their cross links continue to build support for [huge diaspora] within the 
[continental USofA]. The [diaspora] is indicated to involve [crossing the [great river systems] and 
[fleeing north]. The data sets within the Populace/USofA entity show that the [diaspora] will be 
[chaotic], and [many tens of thousands] will [die/perish] in the [process]. The accretion patterns for 
the [ill winds] grow considerably through the [torment of August], and then get a spike of new 
growth that nearly doubles the emotional sums of the [diaspora] sub set in mid October. {ed note: 
furthest out in the shorter term values that has meaningful detail level granularity}.  
 
The [ill winds] sub sets show that the [oil volcano] will continue to [develop/produce new 
problems/situations] for humans over Summer, especially in August. The [ill winds] area growth, 
directly tied to the [oil volcano] sub set, show a decided rise in new values from August 1 through 
August 29. These new values push the [ill winds] sub set to a higher level within the [oil volcano] 
sub set than any other of the [life affecting] sub sets. This is to say that it looks as though by 
August, the point of discussion, relative to the Gulf Oil Volcano will have shifted over to the 
[poisoning (of the) air] rather than the [oil in the water] as is the case at the time of this writing. 
 
As the data sets accrue to the Terra entity as model-space is progressed through July and August, 
the [hole issue] gains considerable mass of supporting aspect/attribute sets. In the primary level of 
support the [sink holes] sub set gains in both impact and duration values in many contexts, 
including a set headed by [blooming].  
 
The [blooming/blossoming] of the [sink holes] is indicated to get a very large jump in planetary 
[visibility] even within the [mainstream propaganda press (here in USofA)] as the data indicates 
that a [sink hole] will [quickly swallow (a) public building]. Unlike other [sink hole] manifestations, 
this instance is showing as involving a [large commercial (public) building] that will involve several 
[hundreds of thousands (of) tons] of material, with special note being put into [marble] and 
[granite].  
 
This [public building] is shown as [disappearing (being swallowed)] within a very short time. So 
short a period that [shock] is indicated to [ripple] through the [on-looking crowds] and to [induce 
flight] and [pants fouling panic].  
 
The accretion patterns are pointing to the [speed] of the [building loss] as being so [rapid] that 
mostly the [video's] captured are not of the [building sinking] {ed note: as it will be gone in a 
twinkling}, but rather, the images broadcast are indicated to be of [fleeing humans] and a [dust 
cloud] over the [hole]. This [hole] is also described as being a [major problem] in that it will [block 



 

access] to a [major portion] of the [city]. This hole will not only [dislocate] many of the [city 
residents], but it will [deny services] to a [third] of the area, including [sewer and water]. These 
[withdrawals of service] are shown as essentially [dooming] the rest of that portion of the [city] to 
being [abandoned] as all the [work-around/fixes] will be [failures] in the short term, and further 
[sink hole issues] for that [city] will [press upon (efforts) to rebuild]. 
 
There are also other primary support areas for [sink holes] that include the idea that [national 
infrastructures] will be [affected] as [holes] will [eat] the [electrical creation] and [electrical 
distribution] systems at some [key points]. This area of the support for [sink holes (eating things)] 
also includes the [international] problems as these [sink holes] will [eat] the [connections 
(network)] structure for both [internet] and [primary (land based) telecom transmission].  
 
The [small brick building] that shows up in this last set is described as being [mostly subterranean] 
and [chock-a-block filled] with tasty electronic goodies. This [hungry hole] is showing as causing 
[rippled ground] in the periphery, but in the center is a [multiple story building (mostly 
underground)] that is now [unseen (cannot be viewed)] at the bottom of the [hole]. 
 
Other problems showing as the Terra entity is moved along with model-space through the newly 
accruing shorter term values point toward [polluted (inland) floods]. There are sub sets indicating 
that some [nuclear production materials] will be [swept up/swept aside] in a [flood event] of [epic 
proportions]. There are several of these [very large flood events] pending. These sudden [flash?] 
floods are described in language that rivals the impacts of [major earthquakes], and in at least one 
instance, the [flood] is indicated to actually [cause] a [major, damaging earthquake]. There are 
also several [inland flood] pictures being painted in which [dams] are [overwhelmed] and [new 
inland lakes (seas even?)] are created by the manifesting results of the [mud slides and floods].  
 
These [inland floods] also have [oil] and other [life threatening pollutants] within the linguistic 
structures such that the [diaspora] sub set is once again cross linked, and brought into the picture. 
These inland floods will happen in China, North America, South America, Europe, and Siberia.  
 
Further, there are even some hints that [antarctica] may well receive its first ever [internal (to the 
continent) rain storm]. The descriptors for [antarctica] include language that goes to [10 thousand 
years dry (land)] that will be [submerged by rain water]. 
 
There are some hints within the Terra entity, especially by cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts 
entity, that 3/three [new personalities] will become [prominent] in both the [real media] and the 
[propaganda mainstream press] as the [flood waters] rise. These [3/three persons] will have the 
[dubious honor] of being [lauded] by the [media] for their [persistence] in a particular situation.  
 
What is most of interest will be the [refusal] of at least one of these individuals to [kowtow] to the 
[media formats/standards/demands] and a [ruckus/fight] will emerge in the [general public] with the 
[propaganda press] as a result. This [confrontation] between the [populace] and [media] is 
indicated to take place (nearly simultaneously) on 2/two continents, and to further [damage 
/isolate] the [propagandists]. {ed note: we cannot discern whether this takes place as part of the 
attacks on the propagandists (assassinations) or is a separate stream of events}. 
 



 

The data sets in the Terra entity are pointing to a more or less [permanent] component to the 
[diaspora] within the [flooding] and [formation of new inland (polluted) sea]. The [diaspora] sub set 
shows that a whole [region] will be [abandoned] due to the [flood] with [plates (of food)] left on 
tables], and other [resources] just [standing (where last used)]. At some point in 2011, the data 
sets are hinting that [scavenging] will begin in these areas.  
 
Please note that our old ALTA reports, and the more recent Shape reports have contained 
[scavenger (as a livelihood)] language within the FuturePop entity for a number of years, perhaps 
5/five. The [scavenger] language shows for [water based] and [personal (or tribal/familial) use] 
kind of scavenging, as opposed to any form of [officialdom] directed activities. These [futurepop 
scavengers] have been described within the data sets as [water based nomadic persons/families] 
from which a major new [sub culture] will emerge over the latter part of this new decade. 
 
There is extensive growth within the [earthquake] sub sets of the Terra entity that forecast yet 
more [great (damaging) earthquakes] in 2010. In addition to [great (misplaced) weather systems] 
that will [sit (like giant toads)] over regions, and deliver [prodigious rainfalls (many years worth in a 
very short time)], there will be, in several of these [rain soaked regions] {ed note: look toward the 
west coast of the USofA, and central Asia (the 'stans', and western China) to be especially [hard 
hit] by [damaging temblors] and [erratic (strange wave form) earthquakes].  
 
These [strange wave form earthquakes] are described in language that does make them seem 
quite [bizarre] in that the details suggest a [slow moving wave] leaving [visible waves] in [hard 
ground/roadways/stone] over [days].  
 
It is as though a 8 or 9 magnitude earthquake is in [sloooooow motion] and instead of manifesting 
in minutes, will take [a day (and a) half] to [complete]. This is specifically NOT referencing a period 
of aftershocks, but rather a new [phenomena] not known to [living generations] of [humans]. These 
[strange form quakes] are also indicated to cause [generations (worth of) damage] as they will 
[deform terribly (the) firmament].  
 
This [deformation] set has many supporting sets down to the detail layers indicating [railroads], 
and [road ways] and [transportation systems] of all kinds including [subways] being [shifted] over 
[hundreds of yards/meters] in the [day and a half]. Further the [strange form quakes] are 
associated with [electrical disturbances] of such [magnitude] as to [alter satellite (reception?... 
positions????)].  
 
The cross links indicate that ['accidents'] causing [damage] and [death] will be seen in 2010 as a 
result of the [alterations] of the [transportation systems] due to [earth changes]. Some of these are 
indicated to be [miss labeled (as human/pilot error)]. 
 
Other [problems] are indicated for the [global transportation] and [distribution] systems that will be 
caused by [earth changes] due to [rising lands (in the Pacific)] that in their turn will contribute to 
[dramatic ocean level rises] that cause [port disruptions]. These are also internally cross linked in 
the Terra entity over to the [earthquake] and [damaging earthquake] sub sets. Some of these 
areas are temporally linked to the November tipping point and subsequent 2/two months of 
extreme release language.  
 



 

The [visibility] increases over 2010 for the [rising waters (due to under oceans rising lands 
manifestations)] are slow and indicate a gradual process of [creeping awareness] as the 
information about Pacific sub ocean conditions is released. This area of the Terra entity is heavily 
cross linked over to the GlobalPop entity where the termination points include both [diaspora], and 
[(in situ) mass behavior changes]. 
 
The [rising waters] of the [oceans], especially the [pacific ocean], are indicated to [surge against] 
the [lands] in a [tidal effect] of [creeping floods]. The details {ed note: our most unreliable inputs} 
suggest that [ports] and [waterways], as well as [residential] and [city structures] will be 
[underwater]. The linguistics forecast that the [mainstream media] will refer to the [incident] as 
being a [freak tide]. However, the data sets, including the early longer term sets are indicating that 
the [invasion] of the [inhabited areas (by the tides)] are anything but [freakish]. These [rising tides] 
are indicated to [accelerate] the [diaspora] all around the [pacific basin], as well as in areas near 
(including) the [southern ocean].  
 
The data sets for the [diaspora] connect back internally to the [out of season] and [bizarre rains] 
that are indicated to [pummel antarctica]. These data sets are indicating that the [upheavals (of 
new lands)] within the [pacific ocean basin] will [severely impact] the [stability] of [glaciers] in 
[antarctica], though not as may be anticipated, but rather from [subterranean heating] and 
[devastating earthquakes]. Indeed, the data sets for the [great (damaging) earthquakes] are 
pointing toward [shocks], and [damaging earth shifts] that will [alter (the) antarctic coastline] late 
this year, and/or early in 2011. 
 

Populace/USofA - Cresting, Crying, Crashing, Cursing, Coughing The data accretion patterns 
within the shorter term values sets are indicating that the [unemployment wave] will be plainly 
[visible] in early August. The supporting aspect/attribute sets begin to accelerate their accrual on 
July 23. The [unemployment wave] then grows very rapidly within the internal supporting 
structures for [devastating impact] on July 28th. As model-space is progressed to August 4th and 
beyond, the [emotional impact] values within the lexicon associations for the supporting 
aspect/attribute sets jumps to [highly visible] within the MSM (mainstream media). Further these 
supporting aspect/attribute sets bring along values indicating that the [emotional impact (of the 
unemployment wave)] will be [palpable], and is indicated to [change (the) face (of America)].  
 
Noting that language has an inbuilt ambiguity, the data details suggest that the [face (of) america] 
will [reflect despair] by late August. There are many cross links over to the Terra entity pointing to 
continued, and very [personally deep] emotional response to the continued problems within the 
Gulf of Mexico, but the data is also very clearly pointing to [new troubles] that will be [blanketing 
the populace of the US] at that time. These [new troubles] include the [unemployment wave], and 
the [deep despair] that is created as the [populace/USofA] en masse discovers that any 'economic 
recovery' is merely [happy talk] from the [propagandists]. The indicated level of [sudden despair] 
over the [unemployment wave] and its [dire forecast (for longevity)] will be so [visible] as to 
[provoke a reaction] from TPTB [minion class] at the [highest levels]. 
 
Part of the accretion patterns are suggesting that the [minion class panic reaction] comes from the 
[revolution] thread that becomes [visible] within the [lowest classes (of American society)] where a 
[new cry] will [be heard] and [spread (like a) dangerous (mental) disease] for the [abolishment (of 



 

the) currency system]. The data indicates that this will not be merely the call to [end slavery (to 
the) central bank cabal], but even worse for TPTB, this [new revolutionary shout] will be for the 
[end of monetary organization (of planetary) activity].  
 
Further, the section of the data with the most cross links over to TPTB is gaining most of its 
support from descriptors pointing to this [currency abolishment (aspect of) revolution] as being led 
by [disenfranchised leaders]. These [new leaders] are within the context of the [homeless], and 
[forgotten], but also include descriptors for [academics], and [military (especially 'infantry')].  
 
There are also supporting sets with cross links over to TPTB entity that indicate a major 
[disclosure of bloody crimes (by the central banksters)] will be a [pivot point] for this [new 
revolutionary movement]. These [bloody crimes] are described as [recent], and involving [personal 
murders]. The [bloody crimes] are also indicated to [bring down/dethrone] several of the [minion 
class] as well as [primary central bank persons] as their [participation] in [murder (most horrid)] will 
[emerge].  
 
Not directly related as a causal agent, but clearly temporally linked, this [murder (by central 
banksters thugs)], and the [bloody hands (of) high ranking, very visible central banksters] will 
further exacerbate the [unemployment despair] as a large proportion of the [populace/USofA] 
becomes [aware] that this time there will not be a [return to (corporate) business as usual]. 
 
There are many supporting sets for the Populace/USofA entity that accrue during the last half of 
July, and across August, and September indicating that an [uncontrollable (by TPTB) revolution] in 
America will begin to manifest in Fall, 2010. This [uncontrollable revolution] is indicated to begin 
with [eight teeth]. The [eight teeth] {ed note: please recall we take body part references very 
seriously as they are primal archetypes of human experience} are further described with 
supporting aspect/attribute sets going to [sharp], and [swift], and [sudden], as well as [shocking 
(economic/social) pain], and [rending flesh (of the body economic/social)]. Other accruing values 
provide support for [disruptive (mental) confusion], and [abnormal states (of cognition)] that are 
indicated to [affect/impact/control] some very [large (significant) portions (of the) populace].  
 
The idea is that the [sudden realization (of system crash of the money system globally)] will 
produce such a [shocked] condition within large [portions (percentage)] of the populace, that these 
[mentally disturbed (by complete collapse of their world view)] persons, both as [individuals], and 
[collectively] will begin to [act out] their [mental unbalanced state] within the larger society. Please 
note that the data also indicates that one of the primary causes of this [mental confusion (over 
manifesting reality)] is due to the [continued], and [unwavering] and [inundating] continuous 
[stream of lies] that has been coming from [government (minions)] and the [propaganda press].  
 
Due to this [false vision] that has been portrayed as reality for so long under the [big lie] {ed note: 
the bigger the lie, the more people refuse to disbelieve it, and the longer it is repeated, the more it 
is cemented into the minds of the gullible} program that has dominated mainstream media since 
the inception of the national security state in the early 1950's, the [reaction] of the [populace] both 
personally and en masse to the [cessation] of the [big lie], and the [exposure to facts] is noted as 
being [so severe] that [suicides] and [murders] will result. While many of the [suicides] will appear 
as [random] or [without patterns], it will be noted, after the manifestations begin, that some of the 



 

[murders] have a [definitive revenge pattern] emerging. This [noted pattern] is indicated to be [less 
than productive] to the [law enforcement minions] as the [murder victims] will be [primarily] from 
within the [propaganda press].  
 
The problem here is that so many of the [populace] are [suspects] in that the [msm press persons] 
will be so [reviled] and [hated] as to have a [plethora of suspects]. Also many in [law enforcement] 
will also be [negatively affected] by the [revelations of the big lie] and this will impact their daily 
occupations and methods negatively. 
 
As modelspace is progressed through Summer, and especially through late July through to very 
late September, the [degradation] of the [business as usual] blather from the [propagandists] is 
indicated to become so [blatant] as to [incite ridicule] within the [mass social body] of the 
Populace/USofA. The entity is clearly indicating that we will all begin to have a [private joke] about 
the [latest lies] coming from the [propaganda blitzers on teevee]. It would seem that this trend of 
[active] and [acknowledged disbelief] of the [mainstream media] will be [captured] by several 
[comics/pundits] over late July and early August.  
 
The data sets indicate that several of these [pundits/comics] will be [vocal] and [blatant] in their 
use of this meme and are indicated to [benefit] considerably from this [involvement] in the 
emerging trend. Note that these stand-up [acerbic wits] are significant precisely because this 
[visibility of disbelief] is a temporal marker for the larger emerging theme which will have its major 
impact beginning in September. Also at this time, which is to say over Summer, and into very early 
Fall, 2010, the [minion class (of politicians)] will be [freaking out] and [acting impulsively] as the 
[pressures] are being [sensed/felt] from the [public].  
 
Further the expectation is that wholesale {ed note: perhaps as much as 90% } 
[disenfranchisement] is coming to the [visible government] of the USofA. Noting that most if not all 
of the incumbent congress critters will lose their positions, and that this is indicated to [create 
chaos] within the TPTB, as well as the [controlling mechanism (of congress - aka the lobby 
system] as the [corruptors] will not know whom to bribe, nor which [congress critter] will end up 
with power. .  ..thus creating the [disruption] in [continuity of control (of USofA visible gov't by 
TPTB)]. 
 
Returning to early Summer, we note a massive (for this entity) alignment with the Markets entity is 
shaping up from June 28th onward. Please See the Markets entity for a discussion of the impacts 
forecast. Within the Populace/USofA entity, the [currency crash/unemployment wave] of Summer 
and Fall gains its first large accretion of values with the June 28th [markets shaking quaking event]. 
However, there are also many many cross ties internally over to the [oil volcano] that are also 
acting as an emotionally driving force for the manifesting events of this Summer and beyond. 
 
The Populace/USofA entity suggests that it will be [first] and [last] to [suffer] from the [ill winds] that 
are indicated to [rise up] from the [Gulf of Mexico oil volcano and sea floor]. These [ill winds] will 
create problems of [evacuation] and [floating death clouds] that are indicated to participate in the 
[social upheaval] and [social order breakdown] of the rest of 2010. The [floating clouds (of death 
air)] within the Terra entity have primary and secondary levels of support that are dominated, 
indeed blanketed with cross links over to the Populace/USofA entity where the termination points 
are within the [disapora] sub set.  



 

 
There are also extensive cross links from the [diaspora] sub set over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity 
where the [woo woo community] will be hugely [elevated] due to soon-to-manifest conditions, as 
well as over to the GlobalPop entity where many of the sub sets point to [aid packages] being 
[provided] to the [populace/USofA] by [friends and neighbors] due to the [horrific conditions] that 
will develop due to the [disapora]. 
 
It must also be noted that the detail layers of the [diaspora] sub set within the Populace/USofA 
entity also contain supporting imagery of 2/two kinds, in quantity, for [abandoned/boarded 
up/derelict buildings]. In the one sub set the data details go to the [boarding up] and [sealing up], 
and [closing down] of the [buildings and habitations] in the [evacuated regions].  
 
In the other set, the details go to the idea of [old cities] and [abandoned 
warehouses/factories/schools] in the [north] being [used] and [taken over] by the [evacuees] for 
[housing] and [feeding]. This does not look as though it was the [planned response] of the [political 
minions], but rather appears to be a spontaneous move on the part of those persons who have 
been [shifted/moved] by the [ill winds].  
 
Curiously, there are repeated references to [tribal elders] and [tribal peoples] within the [diaspora]. 
These references are curious not only due to their appearance, but also due to the linking of very 
large numbers of long term data types from within the lexicon. Some of these links go to details 
that suggest that [hospitality] by [tribal peoples] leads directly to a [growth period] for the [tribes] 
both in [numbers] and [powers] that will [visible] within [independent media, and mainstream 
media].  
 
There are hints that [new tribes/tribal members] will be [responsible] for a [resurgence] of a 
[dominating ethos] that will be felt as it manifests in 2011. This [dominating ethos] is indicated to 
be very [palpable] across the last quarter of 2010 as it rises to [msm/propaganda visibility] by the 
vernal equinox of 2011. Further, the [dominating tribal ethos] is also indicated to [guide] and 
[shape] the [flow/manifestation] of the [revolution] meta data layer in the [populace/USofA] in 2011. 
 
The accretion patterns continue to support and grow the [obamamoanians loong night of the soul] 
for the first [12/twelve days of August]. These [12/twelve days] supporting sets contain 
aspect/attributes that include [bad summer], and [illness in Fall], and [loss (of the) money], and 
[confusion reigns]. While there continues to be building sets for the November tipping point (8th 
through the 11th followed by 2/two + months of release language), there are data sets around the 
[12/twelve days of torment] for the [obamamonians (and the other minions of TPTB)] indicating 
that the [israeli 'mistake'] will [ratchet up militarily] over late July and through August. The accrual 
patterns have large growth in supporting sets under [military] both within the [USofA] and [israel].  
 
The [israel] sub set is particularly 'spiky' in its growth patterns and seems to suggest that an 
[episode (in the ongoing/developing) israeli mistake scenario] will [substantially] contribute to the 
[emotional turmoil], and [mental torment] that will [visibly] affect the [obama administration]. These 
[spikes] begin to accrue to the Populace/USofA entity, in the [israel] sub set, on or about July 26th. 
These sets are showing that [big news (large pronouncements] will be [part of] the [troubles] that 
will very soon thereafter [settle (on obama)] like oil on a trapped bird. The ['decisions'], supposedly 



 

made by [obama] during early August are forecast to [participate in] and even [set up] the [lever] 
that will create the [tipping point conditions] later in the year. 
 
The huge levels of growth for the [massive unemployment wave] within the [populace/USofA] over 
Summer are pointing toward the [early August] period as being very key to the subsequent 
developments within this meme as well as the tipping point of November. The idea coming across 
is that the [currency woes] of July will [build] to a [crisis point] of [insurmountable proportions] by 
August 1, and that the [crushing economic reality] will come [shining through] for [all to see].  
 
This [visibility] of the [depression state] and the [nascent hyperinflation] does *not auger well for 
either the [populace/USofA] or the [political minions] who fancy themselves as 'rulers'. Combined 
with [terrible (extreme) weather] conditions manifesting across the continental USofA {ed note: 
Hawaiians are also advised to be prepared for extreme weather conditions of an unusual nature 
this summer... perhaps super high UV values?... extra large rain 'events'?}, the [unemployment 
wave], [currency collapse], [derivatives dumping (failures, reneging)], and [diaspora] are all 
internally cross linked in thick ropes over to the [first 12/twelve days of August], and the [torment 
(of the) obamamoanians].  
 
There are further sets showing that the [visibility] of the [depression] will cause yet another wave of 
[congress critters] to decide to [resign (or not pursue) reelection]. This in its turn is showing as 
producing problems for the [TPTB minion wranglers] as they contemplate their future this coming 
Fall. 
 
 
 
Markets - Purged, Plucked, Blooded, Promoted  
 
The data sets indicate that the Summer and Fall of 2010 will be seen in [hindsight] as [THE 
crescendo (peak)] of the [zionist banking empire structure] on the [planet]. As these [2/two 
seasons] are the [peak] or [pinnacle] of the [domination (by paper debt manipulation)], they are 
also described as being the [crest (of the) wave] that will [crash (against) the rocks (on the shore)]. 
Note, for later, the [oceanic] imagery. 
 
The accretion patterns within the main body of both the immediacy data sets and the shorter term 
data sets point to the Summer being the [absolute (last) peak] in the [markets structure], while [Fall 
2010] is described as being [3/three months (of) vomiting]. Again please note that we take all 
physical body parts and process references extremely seriously as these are very base 
archetypes, and in the past have always managed to manifest as significant affective forces within 
the event stream.  
 
The [vomiting] is also lexically related to [purging], and [illness], and [disease], and even [death]. 
Further, in this instance the largest areas of growth in the supporting aspect/attribute sets are 
under [purging], and [hyperinflation]. The imagery coming up from the detail layers is that the 
Summer [debt explosions] go to such heights as to create [massive (overwhelming) hyper-
inflation] in Fall that sweeps across the [paper currency] producing countries globally with such a 
[ferocity] as to [bring down governments].  



 

 
The trend in [governments crushed by hyperinflation] is also indicated to lead to [dictatorships] on 
[3/three continents]. These [dictatorships] will be a [final sign] of the [death of the dollar (and other 
paper debt based currencies], though the aware observer will certainly note the earlier signs to be 
found in Summer as the [crashing wave] hits the [resource based rocks] that will [bring down] the 
house of [paper debt] cards. 
 
In the supporting layers of data under the [extreme (fear based) vomiting], there are descriptor 
sets which paint the picture of a Summer of [such extremes] of [movements] that the [bowels (will) 
twist], causing [retching], and [heaving] within the [stomach (of the paper debt system)]. Note that 
the [vomiting] is not limited to the abstract 'machine' of the 'system', but is also indicated to be 
[visible] within the [background] of several of the [torment days].  
 
The idea is that instead of watching their porn in the background of the 'markets' segments on the 
teevee, we will be 'treated' by the visuals of some of the [traders] actually physically [vomiting] due 
to the [stresses] that are described as [overwhelming] their [stomach's composure]. Additional data 
sets indicate that the [vomiting] is one of our "wide contexts", so we will expect to see many 
examples of [vomiting] both metaphoric as well as [physical]. 
 
While Summer starts in the northern hemisphere on June 21, and within the USofA social order on 
Memorial Day (May 30), for the Markets entity, the Summer will begin with the [purge] that starts in 
July. As model-space is progressed through the last few days of June, a strange juxtaposition 
occurs in which the Markets entity and the Populace/USofA entity both tighten up, and center 
around a common set of linguistic themes. In some respect this is similar to how tipping points 
emerge in model-space, but in this instance it is only these two entities involved. 
 
This is also unlike a tipping point in that the entities do not have exact duplicates in the linguistic 
structures down through the tertiary layers, and rather only maintain cohesion through the primary 
descriptors and the secondary layers of supporting aspect/attribute sets. Still, it would appear from 
the movements of the entities that the core of the emotional body of the Populace/USofA will 'align' 
itself with the [markets purge/vomiting] in July. 
 
The extent of the Markets and Populace/USofA entities cohesion is striking, in that once joined on 
June 28th, they remain tied through the emotional impact, and duration values within the 
multidimensional array within the lexical structures through all of July and beyond. That the 
duration values are involved, and at levels near the top of the scale, indicates that the 
Populace/USofA will be [sick in the stomach], and [nauseated] for months as a result of the 
[violence (of the) purge/upset] that the Markets entity indicates will manifest in July. We note that 
the Populace/USofA entity and the Markets entity join around their common linguistic sets in late 
June, prior to the July 11th release day. Also please note that July 11th is merely one in a long 
pattern of release and building tension that continues through to November 8th. 
 
Much of the [illness/vomiting] of the [markets] is described in the supporting aspect/attribute sets 
as being [derived/springing from] the [too ambitious manipulation/rigging] that will apparently 
[surface] or [become visible] within the broader global populace awareness in late June. The 
[visibility] increase of the [too ambitious movements] is shown as a direct precursor to the 
[purge/vomiting] of July, but merely one of many that will become [visible] as Summer progresses.  



 

 
The Markets entity has a rising aspect/attribute set of [bed-ridden (confined to illness)] that takes 
over in early July, and proceeds to [completely dominate (the stomach's)] of the [populace] for the 
[rest of the year] and beyond. The movements of the Markets and the Populace/USofA entity are 
such that the long term values associated through the lexicon are showing that the [economic and 
monetary manifesting patterns] which emerge in July will [hold sway] until after March of 2011. 
Further, these patterns are directly linked to the pre-echoes seen in late February and March. The 
patterns discerned during those months focused on [currencies] {ed note: as forecast}, and 
continue to do so at the time of this writing. 
 
There are some areas of support within the Markets entity that are in support of the [break-up] or 
[break-down] of the [conglomerates] that are described as being [not able to be put back together]. 
Further, a significant portion of the aspect/attributes include references to the [eurozone] within the 
supporting structure for [cannot be reunited].  
 
This sub set of [cannot be reunited] is found in the GlobalPop entity as well as the Markets entity 
and the Populace/USofA. Further, this set has been growing over these past few months, and 
indicates that it will be participating within the November tipping point events. The [not able to be 
put back together] sub set within the Markets entity is hugely cross linked over to the 
Populace/USofA entity where the termination points are under the [revolution] meta data layer. 
 
Further many of the termination points within the supporting structures of the Populace/USofA 
entity are within aspects for [federal reserve criminals], and also, [white house staff]. This last set 
also includes support for [suicides], and [terminations (firings)]. Both of these supporting sets are 
themselves supported by [scandal], and [internal disruptions]. 
 
The juxtaposition of the Markets entity and the Populace/USofA entity occurs around a number of 
linguistic sets, and includes [travelers (from a long way off)] that [arrive (at inopportune moment)]. 
This curious set is also supported by [no chance (of reaching the target)]. Both of these sets are 
also in the supporting chain for the [USofA (support for)] the [israeli mistake].  
 
Noting that the [israeli mistake] is a 'wide meme' with many different aspects of manifestation, the 
data would seem to be forecasting a Summer [incident] in which [israeli's (the travelers)] are 
[unable to reach their targets] due to [restrictions] that will [suddenly arise] from the [vomiting of 
the markets]. There are sub sets within this area that indicate that [israeli suicides] will become 
[visible] at the [core/heart (of the diseased markets)]. 
 
The [too ambitious (manipulations)], are also extensively cross linked to the [israeli support] 
linguistics within the Populace/USofA. These cross links and the directly held values of the 
termination points within the Populace/USofA entity are explicitly forecasting a [very bad time (for 
israelis/zionistas)] within the [populace/ USofA] as the [exposure] of the [too ambitious 
manipulations] rises to [general visibility].  
 
There are sub sets that are forecasting general [protests] from the [populace] directed at 
[propagandists] within the [cable teevee business]. These supporting aspect/attributes include sub 
sets forecasting the use of the [traitor] and [treason] words in the [condemnation] of the [zionist 



 

propagandists]. These areas are cross linked internally within the Populace/USofA entity over to 
the [white house 'suicides' and terminations]. 
 
The Markets and Populace/USofA entities are also tied together for the Summer around a curious 
sub set of the [mad (insanely laughing) man] who is described as [laughing uproariously] in a 
[visible] manner, over the[misery] and [purging]. Further the [mad man] is described as [clapping], 
and [laughing] during a very [public spectacle].  
 
The data sets indicate that the [response] from [officialdom minions] will be one of [visible] and 
bespoke [fear]. This [fear (of the insanely laughing man)] is supported by descriptors which seem 
to suggest that TPTB minions will [leave alone] this fellow, in spite of the [public damage] being 
done to [their images] by his [insane laughing]. The levels of [fear] around this situation are very 
high, as are the [visibility] values. This latter indicates that the public at large will be exposed to 
this [mad man's laughing] by the mainstream media. 
 
This is a very important temporal marker with hundreds of cross links over to the November tipping 
point. As a last note on the direct support for the [mad man laughing (at the banksters and TPTB 
minions)], the whole of this area has bespoke [extreme] within almost all of the supporting sets. 
The indications are from this that circumstances had (will) reach a level of [extremes] from which 
there is only [retreat], and [degradation (of the meme)]. 
 
As the common linguistic sets between the Markets and the Populace/USofA entity are examined, 
it is evident that a situation will develop in which [fractures (between people)] or [splits (among 
organizations)] will emerge as a dominant sub text for this Summer. The pointers indicate not only 
a [inability to get along (or live together)] emotional state developing between the [british crown] 
and the [american populace], but also between the [british crown] and the [eurozone].  
 
This last will be triggered by a [crisis in currency] indicated to rise to [visibility] over late July and 
into August. Further, there are sub sets within the [revolution] meta data layer that indicate that 
[slaves (will) revolt] in many parts of the [british crown territories (including the british isles)]. The 
[slave revolt] is supported by aspect/attributes describing several [assaults] and [attacks] that will 
[satisfy (the british populace)], but [shock (the british elite establishment)].  
 
As a side note, one of these [attacks] will be related to, or derive from [plant matter derivatives] {ed 
note: likely cocaine or heroin} being used to [murder innocents]. The problem for the [crown 
authorities] is that the [murder] is indicated to be [traced back (to the crown)], and to [do away 
with/remove] any [moral stance] taken subsequently by the members of the [crown establishment] 
insofar as the [perceptions of the british populace (slaves)] are concerned. The data sets have this 
area as forecasting [severe repercussions] for the [elites] in the [city], as well as for [royals]. 
Hmmm… almost can smell their flesh frying from here (in the descriptors). Yes, a long way off , 
but vegetarians have very acute smell receptors. 
 
The [bad state (of the paper debt markets)] that emerges in July is indicated to persist through all 
of Fall and all of Winter, and out to at least March of 2011 (spring equinox). There are some 
indications in the linked long term values that the [economic vomiting] and [social purging] takes 
on a different character in Spring of 2011 as the [regeneration] process within the [social order] 



 

seems to start within the Populace/USofA with the [show trials] that are forecast for the late 
Spring, 2011. 
 
As model-space is progressed through into early August 2010, the Populace/USofA entity is 
forecasting a situation will arise in which the [obviously corrupt] and [despised exploitive person(s)] 
{ed note: probably central banksters} will [publicly offer] to [help rectify] the [crisis]. However, the 
response forecast by the Populace/USofA entity is that the [populace] will [growl], and [take 
menacing (steps)] in the direction of the [corrupt persons]. 
 
Within the Populace/USofA entity, the larger emerging themes that will result from the July and 
August economic [vomiting] and [purging] are showing that a [counter trend] of [willing rejection (of 
money)] will lead to the manifestation of a new [social ethos], albeit slowly at first, toward [non 
moneyed life]. This new ethos is indicated to find its first few [public voices] over late August and 
into September such that a [schism] will be created within the [minion classes of politicians] as 
they [desperately seek] some [control] over this [new social movement] that seems to have, in 
their [minds (awareness)] suddenly come from [no where], and to be [under no control].  
 
This new [ethic stance] is showing as causing all kinds of interesting [problems] for the [political 
minions] as we all approach the [date with destiny] of the November tipping point. 
 
Some of the [new worries (concerns/issues/problems)] for the [minion classes (politicians)] here in 
the USofA, and within Britain, and the European monetary union, will arise from [riots], and 
[confrontations] as the [populace] reacts to the [purging currency (paper debt/paper equity) 
markets].  
 
These [riots] will, perhaps very fittingly, start with a [riot] {ed note: we *think it is in northern EU 
country, underground facility, heavily guarded} by the [near elite]. This [near elite] or [minor 
celebrity mob] will be [chastised] by a [low level functionary] at a [commodities storehouse] for 
their [language (to him presumably)], and this in turn is indicated to spark the [rich riot]. This [rich 
riot] is described as being within the [security zone] at a [gold/silver/precious metals 
dealer/storehouse].  
 
This [riot] does NOT fall under the [revolution] meme in direct support, though the motivating 
emotional tension is well supported by cross links to termination points within the [revolution] meta 
data layer supporting sets. The details seem to be painting the picture of a [panic (by these elites)] 
over [obtaining their property (back from /out of storage)].  
 
The [rich riot] is described as being [visible] within main stream media, and also, ironically, to 
include [press personalities] who [get caught up] in the action. The [rich riot] is temporally situation 
just slightly before the main [purging] of the [paper debt/currency markets]. The data indicates that 
[riots] and [mob unrest] will become a regular [news story] as the [currencies] are [shredded 
publicly] and a planetary [rush (panic to buy) precious metals] overwhelms the [censors] in the 
[propaganda press].  
 
The data indicates that our waaaaay early guess at an ultimate price for silver of 600 US dollars 
per ounce is still 'on track' and gaining linguistic support by the minute. The data accrual patterns 



 

are in key support areas of the linguistic structure for [gold/silver], specifically within the [panic 
emotions expressed] sub sets. 
 
The [panic] linguistic structure gains considerable mass, over 3/three hundred percent over these 
last 2/two Shape report data runs, in supporting aspect/attributes as well as in emotional sums of 
the associated values. This two-fold increase in both 'bulk' and 'intensity' propels the [panic] up 
through the supporting sets in both the [paper debt markets] and in the [commodities markets]. In 
the former, the supporting sets include [panic (because of) owning paper debt], and in the latter, 
the [panic] is over the [vain attempts] to [obtain precious metals]. There are distinct supporting sets 
for [shortages] that are forecast for [europe] and [asia].  
 
The accretion patterns are indicating that [hoarding] continues despite the [rise] in [nominal 
currency prices] for the [metals]. In other words, and distinctly out of phase with past economic 
crashes, no [rush to sell] occurs as the [prices rise]. The data is quite clear that [tightly clenched 
fists (around silver coins)] will not be opened by [paper currency]. 
 
The [paper currency] and [paper debt] sub sets of the Markets entity are supported by sub sets 
that are also participating in the [revolution] meta data layer. The accretion patterns of these sets 
are such that they indicate that a very large, one might allow even 'gigantic' temporal pre-echo is 
forming. This pre-echo shows as manifesting from July 18th through to August 14th. During this 
time, the major 'theme' of the [markets] will be the same 'theme' that will again manifest during the 
[show trial] phase of the [revolution] in 2011.  
 
The idea is that if it is the [hyperinflation] that appears to dominate the mass mind during July and 
August, then those persons involved with creating and managing the [hyperinflation] will, in 2011, 
be [rounded up] for [prep walks] that will lead to [show trials] in what remains of the [halls of 
congress] {ed note: later to be renamed during the destruction of the labels phase of the 
revolution}. Appropriately, the pre-echo that is indicated for late July through August of 2010 also 
encompasses the [12/twelve (loooooong nights) of torment (of the Obamamoanians)] during the 
first part of August. 
 
In discussing the [paper currency] issues, we must note that our data indicates that June 28th 
provides the [flood] word for the [precious metals], as well as the [floating (away)] of [silver] from 
[gold]. At that point, the data points to [gold] being [left out/dragging behind] the [rush] of [silver 
(upward)]. The data sets that accrue as modelspace is progressed through Summer and Fall show 
that [silver] once it becomes [unhinged (from gold manipulation)] will be on its [own track/path] that 
will have it be [recognized] and [visibly] the [people's money] as the [paper debt currencies] of the 
[planet] will be [wearing (out)] like [old rags].  
 
The [paper debt (instruments)] of all kinds, including the [wallet stuffers] are showing as 
[shredding], and [fraying (in value)] over the [hyperinflation] period such that the [reformation effort 
(of late Fall - by TPTB banksters)] is being described as a [sour/toxic stillbirth] that will [pollute] the 
[mainstream propaganda media] late in this year. This [pollution] is a key word for the [currencies] 
as well as the [inland floods] {ed note: cross linked to the Terra entity as a good temporal marker}. 
The [polluted (new/reorganized) currencies] will not gain support and are showing as having a 
[laugh component] when they are introduced. 
 



 

The [price actions] of the [precious metals] and the [paper debt markets] over Summer and Fall 
are supported within the Markets entity with such aspect/attribute sets as [cancerous (paper 
debt)], and [rapid (explosive) growth (precious metals)]. Noting that both [cancerous] and [rapid 
growth] are merely differing views of the same phenomena, it is not surprising then that we get 
data sets indicating that the [paper debt markets], especially within the USofA may be in for a 
period of [explosive (upward) price actions].  
 
IF so, this trend will be an expression of the [hyperinflation] and [market manipulation], and will be 
very [negative] for both the [value/purchasing power] of the [currencies] globally, with the USofA 
dollar a special focus. However, if there is a huge rush upward in the 'index price' of paper debt 
equities, it is still not to be taken as [negative] for the [precious metals (especially silver)], as the 
metals will, from June 28th onward, be able to express their own [destiny] separate from the 
[currencies]. At least according to our data accretion patterns. 
 

Part of the [problems] for the [markets' controllers] will emerge from the 28th of June onward as 
[personalities] within the [markets] and [metals manipulation] arenas will be [publicly pilloried] by 
the manifestation of the [secrets revealed] meta data layer. This [public ridicule] seemingly is 
[promoted] by the [propagandists for TPTB (think CNN, FOX et al)], but is also indicated to soon 
[get out of hand] and [spread] through out the [global populace] as [whole classes] of [banksters] 
will be [mobbed] and [trashed] in many different countries.  
 
These [mob scenes] are not likely to make it to the [mainstream media] as they will not be 
[sanctioned] by TPTB, however, there are numerous indicators for a planet wide high level of 
[visibility] within the [independent media]. Further, the data sets are showing for several instances 
of [peripheral mentions] of such incidents within the [mainstream propagandist press] by their 
[pundits] and [stooges]. 
 
 
 
 

GlobalPop - Restricting Rains, Muddy Signs, Ripped Ground, Priest Soup, Red Note 
Riots, Dull Knife Revenge  
The current (as of this writing in June 2010) problems in France with the heavy rains and flash 
flooding were forecast in previous Shape reports under the [flooding], and [extra seasonal weather 
systems]. Further there were some additional details in previous reports describing [rain systems] 
that would [deliver years of rains] in only hours or days. 
 
These sets continue to gain supporting values within the newly processed data from this run 
indicating that the [out of season] and [extra ordinary] [rain events] for [europe] {ed note: eastern 
european countries need to be aware of counter seasonal rain patterns of extreme size and 
strength over late Summer and Fall} are not over.  
 
The new growth areas include data sets for [mud slides] of [horrific size] and [extreme scope]. 
Indeed, some of the language we find is close to the context for a [lahar] {ed note: mud slides from 
sudden glacial melt, usually volcano induced} and include descriptors for [large (public) buildings] 
being [swept away], as well as a [large (dome like?) sports stadium] which is indicated to be not 
only [flooded], but also to suffer a [partial collapse] due to [washed away under structure (footings 



 

exposed)]. 
 
Other [extreme weather] caused problems are indicated for both [central europe] as well as 
[central (south) america]. Again, in both cases, [flooding] will play a crucial role in the [inducing (of) 
crop failure], though we note within the [european food crisis] sub set, that [grain crops] will take 
an actual, physical [beating] from the [bizarre hail events] to the point that [visible] imagery of 
[crushed crops] and [broken (fruit) trees] will be a continuing [broadcast] item as such incidents 
manifest [weekly], and then 'peak' in a [10/ten days long] episode of [deluge].  
 
This [deluge] in Europe will be so totally [out of place] and [out of time] as to be [mentally affecting] 
the [regional populace], many of whom will be looking to the [darkness (at noon)] wondering [what 
has caused] this [night-during-day event]. Further, there are descriptors with a high level of 
[visibility] that paint a picture of [sheets of rain] so [dense] that [airplanes] will be [driven (knocked) 
down].  
 
There are new supporting sets that also indicate that [airports] and [trains] and even [underground 
(enclosed) railroad passages] will be [flooded] to the point of [shut down]. There are also 
indications that [boats] will be necessary, even in the [underground structures] to [rescue] many 
[humans (and animals)] who will be [stranded/isolated] by the [floods]. The [animal rescue (from 
the flooded train)] sub sets have very high [visibility] sums indicating that the images will most 
probably be globally broadcast. 
 
Within the larger [flooding] linguistic structure there are large numbers of geographic references 
for [italy (northern?) (hills?)] and [ireland] where a common descriptor set goes to the idea of 
[cathedrals] that will [flood (up to the bottom of the) pulpit]. Further there are other sub sets 
indicating that [pontificators (likely from the catholic church)] will be [visibly] seen to be [wet] and 
[isolated (surrounded)] by [flood waters]. These descriptor sets include references to an incident in 
[italy] where a [new lake] will form as a result of both [flooding (by rain water)], and a [new dam] 
being created by [mudslide].  
 
This particular incident is showing as being very [deadly] and [devastating] to the [regional name]. 
We are taking this last as meaning that a large family sharing the same surname as the regional 
name will suffer great loss of life in the floods. There are further details indicating a [celebration 
(wedding yet again as site of calamity?)] that will [induce] the [regional named family] from their 
[high ground compound] and into [unwitting danger]. There are further indications that this 
[flooding episode] will [change the balance of power] for the larger region due to the [deaths] of so 
many, locally [prominent] persons. 
 
The GlobalPop entity has accretion patterns of new data support for [chaos (socially)] that is 
indicated to be [economic] and [financial] at its core. This [chaos] is a large data set, and includes 
new supporting aspect/attributes for [challenges (to officialdom)]. These [challenges] are described 
as including [legal], [economic], [fiscal (related to currencies)], and [leadership].  
 
Many of these [challenges] are also described by sets indicating [incitements to riots], and 
[assaults] both [by mobs on government], and [by government against the demonstrating 
populace]. Again we note that this is a [weather related phenomena] as the [riots] are heavily 
internally cross linked over to the [flooding] and other [extreme weather episodes] as being the 



 

[limiting] factor in expressing [social discord and dysfunction]. There are even indications that 
[planned street demonstrations] will be [called (off) due to rain]. 
 
The largest growth in the linguistic sets for the [europe] and [developed south america] references 
are under [loyalty]. This linguistic set is indicating that all forms of [interpersonal loyalty] will be 
[tested] by the [manifesting circumstances] of Summer and Fall. In the case of both [europe] and 
[south america], the [loyalty] sub set indicates that the [overthrow] of [traditional loyalties] will be a 
[main topic] of [popular discussion] over the remaining Summer (northern hemisphere). This 
[loyalty (to TPTB power structure) testing] is indicated to emerge into [visibility] with a [bloody 
vengeance] in late Summer that will reach a near term [pinnacle] just after the autumnal equinox in 
September with the [mob assault(s)] on the [hilly retreats] of the [TPTB].  
 
The larger linguistic message is that the [loyalties] of these last [thousands of years] have been 
[misplaced], and that this new [understanding] will emerge to [common consensus] over the rest of 
2010. The accretion patterns of the supporting sets are pointing to this [new understanding (of 
personal loyalty)] becoming [globally pervasive] by 2011, and with [visible] impacts on the 
[planetary power structure] by late March 2011. Also a very important new supporting sub set 
shows that a [nearly complete change] in the form of [overturning] will have a majority of the 
current (today's) [power elite] either [removed/replaced] or [under direct threat] by the end of 
Spring of 2011 as the [revolution] meta data layer begins a rapid rise to its (so far as we can see 
now) peak values in Summer of 2011. 
 
The data sets are filling with supporting sets for the [loyalty testing summer/fall] that include 
[successful (revolution/overturning)], and [persistence (in demonstrations) succeeds (in humbling 
power structure)]. 
Along with the seeming [hunting season (many assassination attempts)] on members of both the 
[ThePowersThatBe] and their [minion classes (politicians and banksters)], other supporting sets 
are suggesting that [currency collapses] and [sudden massive unemployment] will lead to [direct 
assaults] by [mobs] on the [central banks] of several countries. In at least one incident, the [mob] 
is indicated as being [successful] in [breaching] the [defenses] of the [central bank building], even 
at, or perhaps, because of, [horrific loss of life]. This incident is showing as being the [banner 
(poster)] for the [revolution] meta data layer for many months.  
 
Further it now appears that this [central bank assault] incident will be the [source] of the [song of 
revolution] that had been previously forecast for Fall/Winter of 2010. Please note that there are 
linguistics for this [central bank] being [owned/controlled] by a [king/royalty], and further that this 
[royalty] will have their [minions] attempt to [herd (the demonstrator)] into a [walled canyon] by 
[beating 3/three sides] and [leaving an 'escape'] into their [waiting minions army (of militarized law 
enforcement)].  
 
However, their [tactics] will not only [fail], but are indicated to create a [Bloody Sunday] effect that 
will [shock (the planetary populace)], and will directly lead to (ultimately) the [removal] of both the 
[crown] and the [head] that holds it up... (note this may refer to a supporting 'family', rather than an 
actual 'beheading' of a self-proclaimed 'king'). Also note that NO king is ever put on any throne by 
any authority other than some power crazed fucker with no human soul. Sic semper tyrannis. 
 



 

Within the European related data sets of the GlobalPop entity, the accretion patterns for the 
shorter term value sets suggest that by late Fall {ed note: likely the November planetary tipping 
point}, the [populace] will have started the [shift] from [testing loyalties] toward a large linguistic 
'theme' that will seemingly occupy much of 2011 (for the Europeans collectively) of [just (before) 
transition]. There are few hints within this data set of what that [transition] may involve, but much in 
the way of support indicating that the [sense (of new possibilities)] for [social reorganization] will be 
greatly [expressed] within the [outpouring (of language)] over the release (of emotional tension) 
period from November 11th through January 25th, 2011. 
 
The data sets within the GlobalPop entity are pointing toward a major [coming out] for [north 
korea]. The aspect/attributes indicate that a [coma] will be [arranged] for the [ill leader], and that 
the subsequent [emergence] from the [shadows] of the [handlers (gang of generals)] as the [actual 
powers] of the country will actually be a 'good' thing for both the [north korean populace] as well as 
planetary omnihumanity in general... however, the process of the [coming out] will be [not smooth 
(rocky/choppy/dangerous)].  
 
The data sets are pointing to a [coup (within a) coup] as the [old gang (of generals)] who will 
[temporarily replace] the [ill leader] will, in very short order, be [overtaken] and [shunted aside] by 
a new [gang of colonels]. This is the 'good' part in that the [younger men] within the [ranks of the 
[colonels] will be much more amenable to [pragmatic relationships] with the rest of humanity. 
There are cross links over to the SpaceGoatFarts entity that suggest that [north korea] will be 
[seriously impacted] by the [solar flux] in such a way as to seemingly [bless (the coup by the 
colonels when it arrives)]. 

Social problems for [china] are indicated to [advance] to the point that [major commercial concerns 
(walmart?)] are impacted in [severe ways]... indeed, perhaps to the point of having to institute 
[unpaid furloughs] for [millions of workers (both in china and other countries)]. There are extensive 
[china] to [mexico] cross links that show a very large [economic burden] for [central and northern 
mexico] from the [chinese social problems (over summer)]. 
 
Further, the [china social disruption problems] will even go so far as to [unbalance] the [economic 
underpinnings] of several of the [anglo/US based core families (bushies?)] due to the [cessation] 
of the [flow of payola] from the [chinese factory system]. This in its turn will come back to start a 
series of [bad feelings meetings] between [chinese power officials] and [TPTB officialdom (*not* 
minions)]. These meetings have some lower levels of [visibility] that suggest the aware observer 
will note these occurrences even though they will be [cloaked] in [other words]. This [chinese 
social meetings] sub set can be taken as a good temporal marker for the [rapid rise] in [people's 
money (aka silver coins)] at a planetary level. 
 
Further [travails] are indicated for the whole area of [paper currencies] as the GlobalPop entity is 
impacted by the [revolution] meta data layer. The [revolution] linguistic set is gaining large support 
within this entity from aspect/attribute sets that include [currency (collapse)], and [panic (to buy) 
precious metals]. In both of these sets the newly accruing data go to the idea that [social 
revolution] is being [triggered] or [initiated] by the [crumbling (decay)] of the [power elite (bankster) 
paper debt schemes]. The data sets are filling with references to yet another [bank scandal]. In 
this [scandal], involving the [central bankster cabal of europe] and several [banks (in india/asia)], 
the data is pointing to the [dirty hands] being [visibly caught holding] the [bloodied weapon].  



 

 
The data sets show that an [attempt] to[corral] or [pen up] a [developing problem] will [escalate] 
due to [murders] that will [be photographed]. These [images (of murder)] are showing as being 
released into an already [chaotic situation]. The longer term associations with the [murders (to 
quiet scandal)] are suggesting that the [scandal (of the visible bloody hands)] will be temporally 
associated with the [largest banking collapse] ever seen on this planet. Further problems for the 
[banksters] will [spring from] the [murder (of co-workers -who would not be silent)] in that [relatives] 
of one of the [victims] will not accept the [incarceration] of the [guilty], and will [arrange] the 
[release (of those who hired the murderers)] for the purpose of [torture (and) execution (on a long, 
lonely mountain road)]. 
 
The [execution (of the head bankster(s))] will be [visible] within the [planetary press including the 
propagandists here in the USofA], and is also indicated to [spark] a series of [bombings], and 
[immolation (from above)] across the globe as [disenfranchised] and [bankrupt] victims of the 
[cabal of banksters] act out their own [plots] and [revenge scenarios]. The data sets are indicating 
that a particularly nasty bit of [revenge tactic] will become known as a [banksters circumcision].  
 
The details are horrific, but suffice it to say that [garden implements] are involved, and that the 
actual target will be for [castration] such that [banksters (may not) breed]. There are data elements 
within these sets pointing to a [3/three way battle] as the [banksters] are set against their 
traditional allies, the [organized crime families]. It will be from this latter group, feeling [ill used], 
and [made as patsies] that the more graphic [tactics] will emerge. The [executions (of the 
banksters)] by the [victims] and their [relatives], and the subsequent [war (with the) crime families] 
{ed note: will be difficult to discern differences as the banksters are criminal families/clans} that are 
indicated to [spark] the [military coups] and other [revolutionary activities] throughout many of the 
[former bank controlled regions]. 
 
The GlobalPop entity is also reinforcing the idea of a [globally impacting food crisis] over [late 
Summer 2010] that will have very [severe] repercussions for [life here on Terra] that will [surface] 
in early 2011 and continue through to the end.. ..12-21-2012. Look for [whales] and [wars] {ed 
note: NOT the teevee series} to form a [pattern] discernable by the aware observer over [harvest 
season, 2010]. 
 
 
 
SpaceGoatFarts - Flux Fucks, Blood Sux, Colors Redux  
  

The SpaceGoatFarts entity is forecasting that, in the midst of all of humanities terrestrial problems, 
a very large [sun disease spasm] will occur this year... more likely August/September than early 
Summer. This [solar spasm] is described by the data sets as [causing] or [inducing] both 
[blindness] and [madness] here on Terra. The cross links from the [madness] supporting sets point 
toward [religious extremism], and [cries (of) universal catastrophe] that will be such as to [incite] 
the [unstable minds] and [controlled minds (of the populace)] to [self-immolation], and other 
[personally destructive acts]. Further, the [madness] has sub sets pointing to [religious leaders] 
who will be [fucked over (by their) own words] when they [push out] the [idea of god's wrath] onto 
[followers].  



 

 
The idea coming up is that some 'bright' [followers] of some of these [religious leaders/insane 
peoples] will be [struck] by the idea that [if they (religious leaders)] are [eliminated], the [solar 
problem] will [go away]. Hmmmm... not a bad idea, and it may even work. We will have to wait and 
see over Fall how this works out after the [assaults] and [attacks] end up [maiming] and [silencing] 
some of the far-too-many [insane people at pulpits (religious leaders)]. 
 
Other effects of the [sun spasm] are indicated to include [electrical failures], and [freak lightning], 
and [destructive earthquakes], as well as [strange atmospheric effects]. This last is also shown as 
participating in the [rising (of the) madness] as somehow the [energetic vibrations] of the [upper 
atmosphere] will be causing a [resonance] both within [electronics/mechanical] as well as 
[biological] systems. The [madness (of the) machines] will be of very [high visibility], whereas the 
[madness] of humans is showing as [mostly] being [wrongly diagnosed] or [ignored (under orders 
from TPTB)].  
 
As a side note, there are small, but highly emotionally charged (pun intended) sub sets within the 
SpaceGoatFarts entity that suggest that TPTB will [suffer] the [radiation effects (high energy 
particles)] far more than the [human populace] from the [sun spasm]. This area is forecasting that 
TPTB (NOT political or bankster minions) will be [visibly] changing their [usual behavior] at 
[shocking (to the aware observer)] levels due to the [incoming solar radiation]. The [high energy 
flux] from the [solar spasm] is also being forecast to [unhinge] and [buzz-out-into-madness] many 
of the [hybrids (among the humans)]. These [hybrids] are also described as the [humans (who are) 
blends]. We do not think this refers to people of mixed racial ancestry, but rather to those persons 
who have been [tampered with], or who have [implants] as there is some support in the 
[mechanics/electronics] sub set, however we note that there are bespoke, and explicit references 
to [cross species hybrids] as a sub set within the [terrestrial humanity] set within the 
[omnihumanity] set within SpaceGoatFarts entity, sooooo there exists the potential that those 
persons (should they exist) who carry [space alien (humans from elsewhere)] genes, at a 
sufficiently high level, may be adversely impacted by the [solar flux event] as are TPTB. 
 
The SpaceGoatFarts entity is also forecasting that prior to the [solar flux event(s)] of 2010, a 
stream of [visible] pre-echoes will appear. We think of these as synchronistic leaks from the mass 
consciousness here at HPH (Half Past Human), and so expect that there will be an extraordinary 
amount of 'buzz' (pun obviously intended) within the mainstream media about [solar happenings] 
over 2010.  
 
Some of these [solar focus words] are indicating that much of the [press] about the [sun] will also 
[focus] on what it is [not doing]... or, stated another way, the words will be describing something 
[visible] by its [absence]. The data sets have very high emotional sums in the duration array 
elements for these [not there events]. These are indicated to be very very important for humans, 
and the aware observer may wish to pay special attention to the [lacks] over the [manifests] in mid 
Summer and beyond. 
 
The SpaceGoatFarts entity has very large areas of cross links back over to the Terra entity and 
the Populace/USofA entity where mutual termination points coagulate around the [oil volcano]. 
Within the SpaceGoatFarts entity, the [oil volcano] is showing (via link to Populace/USofA) that the 
[outflow] of the [oil volcano] is **[designed]** to place [pressures] of [irresistible magnitude] on the 



 

[populace] in order to [force] the [relocation] of [tens of millions] of American [populace] and to 
[create chaos in America].  
 
As model-space is moved through the first [12/twelve days] of August, the SpaceGoatFarts entity 
accrues very large supporting sets for [poison air (and gasses clouds)] that will be [visible] even 
within the [mainstream media]. These [death air clouds] within the SpaceGoatFarts entity are 
described as [brown] and [tan], and [yellow haze], and will be [causing] both [illness] or [instant 
death]. This last set indicates that there will be [visibility] for the [images] of [corpses (both human 
and animal)] being broadcast by the mainstream media. The supporting data suggest that the 
[brown (thickish) clouds] will be [ill making (causing rapid heartbeat, shallow breathing, lung 
distress)], while the [tan clouds] will be [burning (of the) lungs] and more or less [instantly fatal].  
 
The [death air] phenomena grows supporting values through all of the shorter term values sets. 
This is to say that as modelspace is progressed through Summer and into Fall, this data set 
continues to gain supporting aspect/attributes under the [death air] linguistic set. 
 
Within both the Populace/USofA and the SpaceGoatFarts entity, the [death air] linguistic set has 
several groups of supporting aspect/attributes that are forecasting a [revolution] meta data layer 
interaction with the [oil volcano] sub set. The idea coming up from the detail layers of both the 
directly held supporting linguistics within the SpaceGoatFarts entity and the cross links over to the 
Populace/USofA entity is that a [backlash] of [violence] aimed at the [banksters] and [zionist israel 
(by extension, and 'contamination')], as well as [USofA politicians].  
 
This [backlash (over the planned oil volcano)] is indicated to [spark] the [conflagration] that will be, 
in hindsight, taken as the [shot (felt) throughout the world]. This [felt shot/hit/bullet/strike] is 
forecast by the data sets as [coming from (gloomy, black) sky], and [aggressively pounding (the) 
skull] of several [prominent TPTB members] as well as [many (of their) minions]. This [gloomy day 
response] is described within the detail layers {ed note: bearing in mind the detail layers are the 
*least reliable of our data sets} as being a [shock] to TPTB, as well as to the [mind numbed 
masses]. What the data seems to be suggesting is that the TPTB and especially their [minion 
class] will be [bloodied], and [standing (in their own) shit] when they had all planned to be 
attending a [mysterium meeting (ritual)] that was intended to be a [power boost] for their [leaders 
(of the TPTB)].  
 
This [ritual experience] is described as being [interrupted] by [sudden death (from the sky... home 
made predator? ... death beam from space aliens???)] such that a [cresting wave] of [fear] and the 
[sudden chill (of defeat)] will [flow through (the ether - aka hyperdimensional fluid)] and [affect (the 
blood line elites vibrations and senses)] planet wide. This [experience] of [colors (of death)] and 
the [dying outcry] of the [occupied bodies] is described as [surging through] the [collective 
cohesion clouds (links?... threads)] between the TPTB such that [TPTB on the other side of the 
planet] will be [seen (visible)] as they [react] to the [sudden death/fear taste] that will [coat their 
tongues] from the [stream (of universe constant creation)].  
 
There are several supporting sets showing that this [single (group) kill] will produce a [residue] that 
they (the TPTB) will be [unable to remove]. The linguistics are describing the [colors death (of 
TPTB) experience] as being [light cyan (and) faded blue]. Curious phoneme connections are 
formed by the cross links over to the TPTB entity from this area in that there are termination points 



 

in aspect/attributes for both [sighs] and [beams]. The [light blue (sigh-and-beams colors of deaths)] 
are also curious in their accretion patterns that have many directly held values for [unknown] within 
the data sets. These [unknown] references are, in general, place holders or variables within our 
system for things that humans actually do not know, or are unaware of.  
 
Here at HPH we think of the [unknown] linguistic set as one of our most powerful tools in that it 
points to activities that we can only guess at due to our being enfolded in a material world while 
these [unknown] values are likely from different frequency levels of vibration within cosmic reality. 
Stated another way, we pay much attention to the appearance of the [unknown] linguistic set, 
especially when there are hints of emerging patterns in either phonemes or grapheme 
components of words (similar sounds, or looks within words in different entities bound by 
[unknown] directly held linguistics. Basically it feels as though universe is hitting us over the head 
saying 'dumb humans. . . pay attention... even though you won't get this until later'. 
 
The [ufo] and [space aliens] and [alien wars] sub sets are also internally cross linked over to the 
[mysterium ritual meeting disruption (by death from gloomy black sky)]. Apparently the TPTB, and 
especially their [minion classes] will be (are?) directly being [spotlighted] by the [space aliens]. 
This is a new development within our data sets. This area is directly held, grows rapidly from the 
19th of August, and continues through the rest of Summer and through Fall. The [alien wars] sub 
set forecasts that the [mysterium disruption] will be [reported (internally)] to TPTB in a format that 
will be [mislaid] or [waylaid] and will then [appear] in the [independent media]. There are also 
indications that the [visibility] of the [aftermath] of the [ritual disruption] will be very high, even 
within the [mainstream media]. The idea is coming across that the [media] will be [forced] by 
[manifesting circumstances] to [report] and even to [discuss] the [death (by) colors (from the black 
sky)]. Not that they will be doing anything other than disinformation, but they will nonetheless be 
forced to cover the [graphic events] due to the [stunning] and [irrefutable] visual images available 
globally. 
 
The [attacks on the mysterium rituals] sub sets indicate that these [attacks] will [limit] future 
[rituals] in 2010 such that a [noticeable] shift of [power levels] will be available to be seen. The 
idea coming across is that many very [prominent members (publicly photo's and video's)] of TPTB 
will show undeniable signs of [weakening] of both their [bodies] and their [energies]. The 
[weakening] is such that the [observers] will be [shocked] at the [level] and [nature] of the 
[degradation] of these [skin-bags (old, polluted elders in TPTB)]. The data suggests that attempts 
will be made by the mainstream media whores/propagandists to pass off these [sudden dissolution 
effects] as 'normal aging', but the [words] will be [hollow] even as they are [being mouthed]. 
 
The [reduction] of the [power rituals (by TPTB)] is indicated to have [visibility] such that [major], 
and [expected meetings/gatherings] will be [canceled] in the [public view]. The lack of these 
[rituals] have growth in many areas showing that the [fix (for the TPTB)] relative to their [desperate 
need] to have [power rituals] will be a [failure], and that it will cause further problems for TPTB as 
the [aware observers] step out of [observation] role to point out, [to the general public], the 
[weakening effect] of [spoilt rituals].  
 
Within the SpaceGoatFarts entity, this data set is extensively cross linked over to both TPTB 
entity, and the [populace/USofA] entity where there are suggestions that the [fields (of play and 
ritual] for TPTB and their [select minions] will be [polluted] to the extent that [negative ritual effects] 



 

are [perceived] or [viewed] by those who have eyes focused. There are also supporting sets in this 
area of SpaceGoatFarts showing that [rituals] as a context will gain [considerable attention], and 
[public scrutiny] in Fall just prior to the [rigged elections *(here in the USofA)]. The [attention] to 
their [ritual behavior] sets are also gaining support in aspect/attributes forecasting that the 
[exposure (of meaningful ritual)] will initiate a [change state potential] that the TPTB have long 
[feared].  
 
This [change state potential] continues to grow within the SpaceGoatFarts entity from the [owl 
kissing days (of Summer)] all the way through the [salt licking days of Fall]. The SpaceGoatFarts 
entity is even suggesting that 'ze beeg news' for Fall and the tipping point period will be that the 
[rituals] of the [former power elites] will be [exposed] in highly [visible] ways in the 2/two months of 
intense release language that follows the November tipping point. We here at HPH are anticipating 
that several very very prominent persons, with known [faces] will be also [exposing] other parts of 
their bodies in [displays] that will [shock] the sheeple (unaware nebishes). 
 
The SpaceGoatFarts entity has several sets of data that are cross linked over to the [oil volcano] 
sub set within the Terra entity where the termination points include both [severe weather], and the 
[alteration (of the) weather]. The idea coming across from the cross linked data sets showing that 
the [oil volcano] will [change (the regional) weather]. The detail layers show that [very large 
patterns] will be [altered] to the extent that the surrounding [lands] of the Gulf of Mexico, including 
Cuba, and other islands will have their [rain patterns] changed. This is indicated to cause [striking 
droughts], as well as [extra seasonal (out of season)] and [extreme rains] in diverse places such 
as [africa], and the [middle (of) south america].  
 
The [oil volcano] is also showing as causing [current changes] due to [excessive heating]. The 
SpaceGoatFarts entity is also showing that the [oil volcano] will be [contributing] to the [antarctic 
(and arctic)] problems due to [sub surface ice melt] that will be [connected] to the [oil volcano] 
albeit at a marginal or [distributed (in time) way]. There are several sets accruing under the [rising 
waters] aspect/attribute set within the SpaceGoatFarts entity that are also cross linked over to the 
GlobalPop and Populace/USofA where many of the terminations are within [diaspora] supporting 
sets. 
 
 
 

Conclusion: Frig'n Doomed, Separation, Umiak Bulls  

We (humans) are all doomed. Not only at the personal level, but now, thanks to the rituals of the 
TPTB, perhaps at the species level. If ever there was a Summer of Change, this is it. Here at HPH 
we choose large scale context labels for periods just as a convenience for internal discussions. 
This year, 2010, has been labeled as the year of separation (completion of past trends).  
 
The label of 'year of separation' has an internal context that includes the idea of [completion (of 
trends)] as well as [shift beyond transition]. Into 'what', has always been an issue, but setting 'what 
comes next' aside, we need to report that a number of people, including those of us here at HPH 
are undergoing changes that seem bent on 'separating' us from previous life trends, taking us in 
new directions. 
 



 

As part of a personal 'separation', I realized that interviews are a pain in the ass. It takes time to 
prepare, and is draining of emotional energies to engage with the interviewer, and they most 
frequently, and most annoyingly, keep me up way past normal human bedtime. Universe insists on 
this interaction, but I have always set limits *(such as refusing to do corporate interviews) that 
universe has allowed. So George Ure and I are working on a new project over Summer (he is 
coming up to the Puget Sound again) that I have labeled, "Umiak, the Conversation".  
 
We hope this will be a unique video presentation of a water carried bullshit session. If we are not 
too shamed by our efforts, and do not perish in the experience, we intend to release a video some 
time over Summer. At least a portion of it will be placed on YouTube or other common internet 
carrier. You are warned... if so released, view at your own risk as mystical initiatory processes will 
be engineered into this work (that's our story, and we are sticking to it!). We will let people know of 
the progress of Umiak, the Conversation, on our respective sites. If the format is well received, 
we have further evolutions of the idea to present. Thank you for your continued (although puzzling) 
support. 
 
Igor is currently wrestling with his own separation from previous trends of this life, as is George 
Ure. Noting that many of the 'friends and family' of HPH are also undergoing this same sense of 
separation, including a willingness to put aside many long held positions, we are able to ascertain 
that this ‘Year of Separation’ is a general trend out-and-about in the wilds of planet Terra. And that 
the [summer of change] here in the northern hemisphere is a 'good time' to look at the past, the 
present, and the dubious future.  
 
Those feelings that will naturally rise in such an examination need to be gnawed upon, and 
swallowed with a generous heap of acceptance... as universe is in charge of all that we 
experience, not ourselves, nor 'random' chance. As humans, the manifesting circumstances are 
all challenges without any regard to whether we view them as 'good' or 'bad'.  
 
These challenges of separation will need to be faced, gnawed, and absorbed at individual and 
collective levels. The process will not be easy, but then life is intended as suffering. Nothing was 
ever learned in an 'easy' chair, and universe makes it just rough enough for us all. Anyone saying 
that life is to be 'easy' is trying to sell you something their particular delusion. I am personally 
immune to such blandishments... just too damn full of my own delusions. No room left for their 
bullshit. 
 
 

Addendum 

The next Shape report will concentrate on longer term value sets, and the processing for these is 
very extensive, as is the very time consuming nature of the lexicon look-ups involved in the 
interpretation, thus the projected publication date is in early August. We are going to use some 
new predicates in an effort to shorten the time involved, however, the expectation is still for very 
late July as a marginally possible publication period. 


